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To 
The Chief General Manager Telecom  
 BSNL, M P Circle, Bhopal. 

Sub :Negligence by Satna TDM towards legitimate demands & deterioration of services 

Res Sir, 

 I am constrained to inform you that Satna TDM is paying no attention to resolve the 
demands of Union. His sluggishness on all fronts is resulting in deterioration of 
services and local newspapers are flooded with the news of poor BSNL services 
tarnishing the image of the Company. This negative publicity may disappoint the new 
customers intending to opt for BSNL services. But perhaps TDM seems to be least 
bothered about the declining position of BSNL in the scenario of stiff competition. 

Further, It is matter of great concern that the Satna Management is indulging in 
creating rift between unions, legitimate demands of unions are remained unheard. It 
is very unfortunate that TDM Satna is paying no regards to your directives too 
and hadn’t invited our DS for negotiations till date and refuted your 
instructions in this regard. He has also blatantly lied on the issue of 
cleanliness. We have submitted photographs of filthy, disgustingly dirty and 
befouled condition of the bathrooms and other areas while TDM informed you 
without a hitch that cleanliness is being observed.. The photographs were taken 
soon after our discussions on 25.01.2017 & sent to GM & Jt GM HR in circle office. 

In compelling situations only our Satna DS has resorted to stringent trade union 
action but in vain. In this situation your intervention is solicited to mend the prevailing 
grim condition at Satna before the staff get demoralized, services spoiled & revenue 
topple down further. 

With kind regards,  

Yours Fraternally, 

 

(Prakash Sharma) 
Circle Secretary 


